Programmable Output Impedance

Prog-Z Option

Programmable Impedance Option (Prog-Z):
•

Provides Synthetic Control of AC Source Output
Impedance (Zout)
Allows Simulation of Real-World Utility Grid Impedance
Characteristics to Analyze AC Powered Equipment
Response

•

Implementation of Impedance Control Loop in
Hardware Ensures Real-Time Transient Response
Supports real-time dynamic response to sudden load or
programmed voltage transients
• Covers Entire Available Frequency Range
Suitable for Commercial, Industrial, Avionics and
Defense Applications
• Works Seamlessly with External AM Modulation and
AUXILIARY Analog Signal Inputs
External Inputs are Summed in Real-Time with output
Impedance Control Signals
•

Compensates for Output Cabling, Contactors and
Output Transformer Impedances for Improved Load
Regulation
Complements UPC Controller’s Continuous Self
Calibration (CSC) for Static Applications with Dynamic
Transient Load Regulation
• Both Positive and Negative Impedance Control Range
Select Positive or Negative Feedback Mode to Either
Increase or Decrease Zout as Needed
•

Available from Front Panel and Remote Control Interface
Easy to Use

•

No additional Hardware Required
Can Be Field Installed if Needed or Configured and
Calibrated from the Factory

•

Fully Compatible with and Accessible from UPC Studio
Software
Seamless Integration with Free UPC Studio Windows
Software

General Description
All power sources have a characteristic output impedance, typically referred to
as Zout. This output impedance is the combined effect of many components and
circuits that make up the output stage of an AC or DC power supply. An ideal voltage
source is one that has zero output impedance. If the output impedance is truly zero,
no voltage drop (or rise) occurs as the current demanded by the load varies. Thus,
the output voltage remains constant under all load conditions resulting in an ideal
source.
In real terms, any voltage source will exhibit some amount of impedance as the result
of several factors:
• Internal impedance of power semiconductors used in the output stage of the amplifier,
also considered as the intrinsic internal impedance of the AC source.
• Wire and PCB trace resistance between voltage source and the point of load
• Contact resistance of any switching devices such as relays or contactors used to enable
or disable the output
• Contact resistance of any terminal blocks or connectors used to connect the load to the
voltage source
• Any inductors used in output filter circuits of switching AC voltage sources. Note that
Linear AC power sources like the AMX series do not require output notch filters and thus
exhibit lower output impedance than switching AC power source at comparable power
levels.
• Any output transformers that are used at the output of the AC voltage to provide alternative output voltage ranges.
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Figure 1: Electrical Model of AC Power Source

While each of these individual components’ contributions may be small, they are
cumulative and may add up to a significant amount of impedance. Also, as both
resistive and inductive elements make up this impedance, the output impedance
goes up with frequency due to inductive reactance (Zout = R + jωL). The electrical
equivalent schematic of an AC Power Source is shown in Figure 1. The schematic
shown is for a single phase AC source. Each phase of a multi-phase AC power source
will essentially be the same.
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Prog-Z Option
Harmonics Considerations
Even if the frequency of the fundamental current is low, e.g. 50 or 60Hz, harmonic currents at integer multiples of the
fundamental frequency can be significantly impacted by the inductive component of the output impedance resulting in
reduced voltage at the load. For AC applications in the 400Hz or 800Hz fundamental frequency range, the effect of any
output inductance is an order of magnitude higher.
A higher output impedance results in poorer load regulation as the voltage at the point of load will decrease proportionally
to the load current and frequency. This is generally referred to as a ‘soft’ source. A soft source will also limit the amount of
peak current that can be delivered to the load (unit under test or UUT) as the voltage decreases most when the peak current is at its highest. This is easily observed as so called flat-topping of the sinusoidal voltage waveform on an oscilloscope.

Mitigation Techniques
There are several techniques that can be deployed to reduce the effect of output impedance on load regulation. The most
obvious of these is the external voltage sense method which can be used to compensate for load connection cabling
losses between the AC voltage source output terminal and the load. This works well for any impedance contributors that
are external to the AC source – from the terminal block outward – but has no effect on the ‘internal output impedance’ of
the AC source so is not a complete solution.
A further refinement of the external sense technique is a form of voltage level adjustment that is based on the voltage
read back of the external sense circuits (per phase on a three phase AC source). Such a method is typically implemented
in firmware on microprocessor controlled AC power sources and referred to a “Continuous Self Calibration“(CSC) or “Auto
Level Control” (ALC) mode. While these ‘firmware’ feedback looks can provide good secondary load regulation by adjusting the output voltage up or down in small increments until the sense read-back voltage matches the programmed value,
they generally operate slowly as they need to measure long enough to make a viable voltage RMS measurement (multiple
cycles of the voltage waveform) and then deploy a binary search algorithm to iterate to the final set voltage required. Typical response times of such firmware based regulation loops are in the 100msec to 500msec range. This is fine for static AC
load or voltage applications but do nothing to reduce the actual (dynamic) response of the AC power source.
In particular when performing line Power Line Disturbance Testing requiring the application of fast voltage transients to the
UUT, this type of firmware based “impedance” is disabled due to its slow response time and provides no benefit. That is why
a real-time impedance like the Prog-Z is a far superior approach.
The Prog-Z option uses a different approach that is based on current feedback and does not suffer from any of these limitations as explained in the next section.
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Prog-Z Implementation – How It Works
The Programmable Impedance circuit for each output phase of the Pacific Power Source family of precision AC power
sources is based on a real-time current feedback loop that takes the output current sense signal and feeds it back through
a 12-bit programmable digital to analog converter (DAC) controlled by the UPC controllers’ microprocessor. The output
of this Prog-Z DAC is summed with the oscillator reference signal causing the voltage amplitude at the power amplifier
output to increase (Boost) or decrease (Attenuate) proportionally to the AC load current signal. Since this is an analog
feedback loop, the effect is almost instantaneous so there are no delays as is the case with ‘firmware’ based impedance
adjustments found is some manufacturer’s models.
The functional block diagram of the Prog-Z option is shown in Figure 2; in this case for Phase A. Phase B and C have identical circuits.

Figure 2: Prog-Z Functional Block Diagram
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If the Prog-Z function is turned off, the oscillator reference signal is created by sending a variable (user programmable)
voltage amplitude reference level from the Amplitude DAC to the reference input of the Waveform DAC. The Waveform
DAC reads wave shape data from digital memory at the programmed frequency clock rate and sends the resulting analog
waveform signal to the power amplifier input. The gain of the power amplifier produces the desired AC power output into
the load. With Prog-Z off, the output voltage will vary with the load current based on the intrinsic output impedance of
the power amplifier and the associated output wiring, relays, contacts etc. Generally, this is a non-zero impedance value so
the voltage can be expected to drop as the load increases (per Ohms law: Vo = Vprog – ILoad * Zo). The difference between
the no-load versus full load voltage is generally referred to as load regulation and expressed as a percentage of full voltage
range. Thus, an AC source with a 150.0Vrms range that exhibits a voltage drop of 3.0 Vrms between no-load and full load
has a 2% load regulation.
With Prog-Z turned on, the user programmed Zo value is programmed into the Prog-Z DAC. Also provided is the load current feedback signal for the relevant phase. The output of the Prog-Z DAC is then summed with the oscillator drive signal
and used to boost the voltage between no-load and full load proportionally to the load current delivered, resulting in
virtual zero load regulation. Thus the, output voltage remains the user programmed level under all load conditions.
The difference in transient response between Prog-Z off and Prog-Z on can be illustrated using a programmed voltage
step function into a fixed resistive load.

User Interface
The Prog-Z function can be accessed from UPC Setup screen located by pressing fn(Function) 3 (SETUP MENU, 3 GENERAL),
then 1 (GENERAL SETUP 1, 1 UPC SETUP).
With the AC Power Source Prog-Z properly
calibrated, setting Prog. Zo to a zero value
(0.000) will eliminate any internal impedance and provide optimal AC source voltage conditions. To simulate a “softer” AC
Source, the output value can be set to a
higher positive value. To simulate a much
“Stiffer” AC Source, a negative value can be
entered for Zo resulting in positive current
feedback.

Figure 3: fn SETUP MENU Screen

Note: Care should be taken when using
positive current feedback mode of operation of the Prog-Z option as in extreme cases, leading power factor loads may result
in oscillation or instability of the AC Source
output.

Figure 4: GENERAL SETUP 1 Screen

Applications
Applications that benefit from the ProgZ option are numerous and include:

Figure 5: UPC SETUP Screen

• Voltage Distortion Immunity behavior of UUT’s under “soft” versus “stiff”
AC line conditions
• Improved transient load regulation
on Transformer coupled output
voltage ranges
• Simulate AC utility grid flat top voltage distortion
• Generate maximum peak current
into UUT for inrush current testing

Figure 6: Prog-Z SETUP Screen
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Examples of Using Prog-Z
The following graphs and tables demonstrate the results of Programmable Impedance on a non-linear load (single phase
bridge rectified AC input) using a typical ASX Series AC Power Source.
The first illustration depicts the output voltage and current waveforms of a typical non-linear load with the Prog-Z value set
to zero ohms. Of particular note is the peak current demand of 7.71 Apeak creating a 2.87:1 Current crest factor.

Prog-Z = 0.0 Ohm
Vrms

124.20V

Irms

2.77A

Ipeak

7.71A

I CF

2.78

True Power

230W

App. Power

340VA

PF

0.66

Figure 7: Peak Current - Prog-Z = 0.0 Ohm

Using the same load, Figure 4 depicts the result of 1 ohm of output impedance. Here we see the results on the peak of the
voltage waveform as the current is demanded by the load. This increased impedance served to reduce both the Peak current and the Current Crest Factor. Note the flat topping of the voltage waveform as the current term modifies Vout.

Prog-Z = 1.0 Ohm

Figure 8: Peak Current - Prog-Z = 1.0 Ohm
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Vrms

122.60V

Irms

2.58A

Ipeak

6.70A

I CF

2.59

True Power

210W

App. Power

310VA

PF

0.68

Prog-Z Option
As an extreme example, 3 ohms of output impedance is programmed. Again, as the output voltage is reduced, the peak
current and crest factor change accordingly.

Prog-Z = 3.0 Ohm
Vrms

119.20V

Irms

2.29A

Ipeak

5.50A

I CF

2.39

True Power

190W

App. Power

270VA

PF

0.71

Figure 9: Peak Current - Prog-Z = 3.0 Ohm

A final graph demonstrates the effect of negative impedance. In this case the output current boost the output voltage at
the same time the current increases. Negative impedance may be used to compensate for line losses that occur with external magnetics or other high impedance distribution lines.

Prog-Z = -1.0 Ohm

Figure 10: Peak Current - Prog-Z = -1.0 Ohm
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Vrms

126.20V

Irms

2.25A

Ipeak

8.99A

I CF

3.04

True Power

240W

App. Power

370VA

PF

0.65
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Specifications
Prog-Z option technical specifications are shown in the table below.
Prog-Z OPTION SPECIFICATIONS
Compatible UPC Controllers
UPC1, UPC3, UPC12, UPC32
PROGRAMMING
Range
Available Prog-Z setting range is a function of FORM, COUPLING and TRANSFORMER RATIO
for models with Transformer option.
Typical range supports -10% to +10 of Voltage Range voltage change between zero and max.
RMS load current.
Resolution
Displayed: 0.001 Ohm
Programming: 0.1% of Zmax
Accuracy
± 5 % typical

Calibration of Zo = 0.0 Ohm
AC Power Source models ordered with the Prog-Z option are factory calibrated to compensate for all internal impedance
contributors at the output terminal block including the Transformer voltage range option if presents. Calibration factors are
set for single phase mode, three phase mode, Direct coupling output mode and any available output transformer option
ratios. To compensate for any additional wiring, fixtures, magnetics, etc., follow the calibration procedure provided in the
UPC controller manual to include these external devices in the Calibration factors.

Remote Control Commands
All Prog-Z functions are available from front panel as well as the available remote control interfaces. Industry standard SCPI
syntax commands are used to control and query Prog-Z option data. Relevant commands are shown in the table below.
Prog-Z OPTION SCPI BUS COMMANDS
Syntax
PROGRAMMING COMMANDS
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance:STATus <b>
0 (OFF) | 1 (ON)
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance <z>
Value in Ohms

:[SOURce:]IMPEDance:CALibrate

:[SOURce:]IMPEDance:RESet

QUERY COMMANDS
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance:STATus?
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance?
:[SOURce:]
IMPEDance:LIMit:MINimum?
:[SOURce:]
IMPEDance:LIMit:MAXimum?

<z1,z2,z3, x1,z4,
x2,z5, x3,z6>

SCPI
This command turns Prog-Z mode on or off
This command sets the programmed impedance value in OHMS. The
available value range is determined by the AC Source model and mode
of operation (Phase mode – FORM 1, 2 or 3, Coupling and Transformer
Ratio).
Calibrates the Programmable Output Impedance option for all available
operating modes. Parameters z1 – z6 are impedance offsets, x1 – X3 are
available transformer ratios.
Resets Programmable Output Impedance calibration values to the
system defaults.

Returns Prog-Z Status as 1 (ON) or 0 (OFF)
Returns set value of Prog-Z in Ohms
Returns the minimum (negative) allowable impedance set value for the currently selecting operating mode. Use this command to check range of <z> parameter before sending
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance <z> command.
Returns the maximum (negative) allowable impedance set value for the currently selecting operating mode. Use this command to check range of <z> parameter before sending
:[SOURce:]IMPEDance <z> command.
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Order Example
320AMXT-UPC32-G/Prog-Z, T=2.0:1, VIN: 220/380VAC
•
•
•
•
•

3-Phase AC Power Source 2 kVA with programmable controller UPC32
Option GPIB Interface
Prog-Z Option
2.0:1 Transformer Ratio
220/380VAC 3 Phase Input Voltage

Additional Prog-Z Option Information
•
•
•

Factory Installed. Field-retrofit is possible
Prog-Z option covered by standard UPC Controller manuals
Compatible with UPC Studio Software

The Leader in
AC Power Technology
An early pioneer in the development
solid-state power conversion equipment, Pacific Power Source continues to
develop, manufacture, and market both
linear and high-performance PWM AC
Power Sources. Pacific Power’s reputation as a market and technology leader is
best demonstrated by its continuing investments in both research and development and world-wide customer support.
With corporate owned offices in the United States, Germany, the United Kingdom,
and China, local personalized support is
always available.

17692 Fitch, Irvine, CA 92614 USA
Phone: +1 949.251.1800
Fax: +1 949.756.0756
Toll Free: 800.854.2433
E-mail: sales@pacificpower.com
www.pacificpower.com
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